HPE Synergy

Simply operate, reduce your TCO, and position your infrastructure for the future.

One Infrastructure for any application

Eliminate costly silos, free up resources and simplify IT operations with software-defined intelligence

One infrastructure for any application

Develop apps faster and smarter

Develop apps faster and smarter

Deploy at cloud-like speed and scale

Deploy at cloud-like speed and scale

Automation of everyday operations

Automation of everyday operations

Future proof your applications for any application

Reduce core provisioning costs and administrative burden

Learn CAPEX and operating expenses

Reduce core provisioning costs and administrative burden

Learn CAPEX and operating expenses

Are you ready for an upgrade?

HPE Synergy, the next logical step up

 automate everyday operations
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 eliminate downtime with non-disruptive firmware updates
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 lower CAPEX and OPEX
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 HPE Synergy is in a class of its own
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 define HPE Flex Environments for any workload
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 automate operations and manage the entire lifecycle of your IT
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 fully programmable in bare metal, containers and virtualized solutions
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